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Economic Opportunities and 
Threats
● Refers to the state of the economy in which businesses operate

● Influenced by government’s ability to deal with 4 key 
economic objectives
○ controlled inflation
○ reduced unemployment
○ economic growth
○ a healthy international trade balance



1. Controlled Inflation

● Inflation: continual rise in general level of 
prices
○ Ideal Conditions: low and stable inflation

● Complicates business planning and 
decision-making
○ Inflation affects production costs, pricing, 

and wage claims
● High inflation makes a nation less 

price-competitive
○ Leads to fall in export earnings, lower 

national output, higher unemployment



Causes of Inflation

● Caused by excessive demand or higher costs of production
○ If income levels are high and there is a rise in consumption, inflation 

increases
■ More money is in the market

○ If production costs increase, inflation increases
■ Includes increased wages, raw material prices, rents
■ Leads to rise in price - inflating the value of a certain product

● Example from book: Zimbabwe’s hyperinflation
○ Higher production costs & demand = rise in prices
○ To combat this, government prints new bank denominations

■ Hastens inflation - skyrockets to 231,000,000%



2. Reduced Unemployment
Unemployment Rate - “measures the proportion of a country’s workforce not 
in official employment”

Governments reduce unemployment due to social costs of unemployment:

● Stress, depression, low self-esteem
● More poverty means higher crime levels
● Taxpayers have more burdens

 

● Government’s country loses 
competitiveness and deteriorates  



6 Types of Unemployment

● Frictional: when lots of people change jobs at once and there’s a lag
● Seasonal: caused by periodic and recurring changes in demand for a product
● Technological: introduction of labor-saving tech, causing massive layoffs
● Regional: different rates in separate areas, more common in rural districts
● Structural: when demand for particular products continually falls, so long-term 

structural changes in demand  
● Cyclical/demand deficient: lack of demand in the economy overall, MOST 

SEVERE form of unemployment as it affects all industries



2. Reduced Unemployment
Solutions by vary based on the type and source of 
unemployment:

- Reduce taxes/interest rates/increase spending 
to boost consumption and borrowing in 
economy 

- Protective measures to safeguard business from 
outside competition

- Lowering corporate tax/interest rates to should 
stimulate business activity and investments 
long-term

- Increased spending on education/training for 
future generations more skilled and flexible  

Theory of Knowledge: 
“To what extent should 
governments be morally obliged 
to provide free education and 
health care?”



3. Economic Growth

the increase in a country’s economic 
activity over time

● measured by the change in value of 
an economy’s total output

● the pattern of fluctuations in 
economic growth is the business 
cycle



Parts of the Business Cycle: Boom

● Economic activity increases 
○ customer expenditure and investment and export earnings
○ consumer and business confidence levels

● unemployment levels are low

ex. Roaring Twenties: the US economy grew 42%
● Average income rose from $6,460 to $8,016 

per person
● Stock market increased in value by 20% a year
● Unemployment stayed at around 4% 

https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-average-income-in-usa-family-household-history-3306189


Recession

● Occurs when there’s a fall in gross domestic product for 6 
months
○ declining aggregate demand
○ lower investment
○ falling export sales
○ rising unemployment

● small businesses are extremely sensitive to recessions

2008 recession: unemployment reached 10%, the highest since 1982



Trough or Slump

the lowest point of the recession

● high unemployment
● low customer spending
● many businesses will have closed down due to poor cash flow 

and a lack of money to run the business
● little confidence in the economy
● lack of job security

Great Depression: unemployment reached 25% overall



Recovery

● GDP starts rising again
● national output and income increase with 

○ consumption
○ investment
○ exports
○ employment

Great Depression Recovery: governmental projects



4. Healthy International Trade

“Internal trade balance”- records the value of a country’s export 
earnings and its import expenditure. 

●  Government strive to avoid a deficit on their international trade 
balance.

“Exchange rate” - measures the value of the domestic currency in terms 
of foreign currencies.

● Altered to correct an imbalance on international trade balance
● Fluctuations in exchange rate can create threats for business



● any government policy used to safeguard domestic businesses from 
foreign competitors

● types
● tariffs - taxes on imported products
● quotas - quantitative limits on volume/value of imports
● subsidies - payments made by government to domestic businesses 

as financial aid to reduce costs of production
● embargos - physical bans on international trade w/ a certain country
● technological + safety standards - strict administration + compliance 

cost in meeting industrial, health, + safety regulations imposed on 
imports

Protectionist Measures



Real-World Examples

Opportunity

● The growth of the South 
African economy helps beer 
breweries there

Threat

● British luxury brands are 
struggling to keep US 
customers because of 
newly imposed tariffs

ex. parmesan cheese, French 
wine
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